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Abstract

We investigate and model the collisions and the self diffusion processes of di-

lute Helium gas in nanometric graphite channels using molecular dynamics.

At high temperature, collisions are mostly specular with short resident time.

At temperature as low as 50 K-75 K, the gas atoms stay longer near the sur-

face and the surface diffusion becomes dominant. Both ballistic and diffusive

transport regimes are present before the desorption. A waiting time model

based on the residence time distribution and coupled with ballistic-diffusive

surface motion of atoms and with Cercignani-Lampis scattering model is pro-

posed. The stochastic simulation of self diffusion based on the waiting time

model agrees with the MD simulations and theoretical results in literature.

The Arrhenius law is used to model the variation of the obtained Knudsen

diffusivity as functions of temperature.
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1. Introduction

Gas transfer through nanochannel belongs to class of problems character-

ized by high Knudsen number and high specific surface. It concerns numer-

ous industrial applications. In particular graphene or graphite materials are

used for gas sensors [1, 2, 3], heterogeneous catalysis [4, 5], gas separation

[6, 7, 8], fuel cell [9, 10, 11, 12], shale gas [13, 14, 15] reservoirs. Owing to

its specific thermodynamic properties, Helium is widely used for cryogenics,

chromatography, welding, breath mixture for instance [16, 17, 18]. As the

channel width decreases to nanoscale, the gas mean free path becomes larger

than the channel size and the gas/gas collisions become negligible compared

to the collisions with the channel surface. In this case the gaseous medium

cannot be considered as continuous and transport properties such as Knud-

sen diffusion are mainly sensitive to the gas/wall interaction. In particular,

velocity slip and temperature jump at the wall surface are controlled by the

gas/wall collision mechanisms [19, 20, 21, 22]. Therefore, an accurate knowl-

edge of the surface structure (e.g crystalline plane, impurities, roughness,

physicochemical gas/wall interaction) is necessary to predict the gas/wall

energy and momentum transfer.

The Maxwell scattering model [23] assumes that the gas/wall collisions is

either diffusive or is specular and the fraction of diffuse collision is called the

accommodation coefficient. In case of very dilute gas, the mass transfer is

considered as a series of free flights between collisions with the channel sur-

face. The self diffusivity is theoretically derived by Knudsen [24] using purely

diffusive wall and Smoluchowski [25] using Maxwell model. It is known that

the simplicity of the Maxwell model does not capture well the collision be-

havior of atoms, compared with more sophisticate Cercignani-Lampis (CL)

scattering kernel [26]. The latter is a smooth kernel in probability space,

constructed from two parameters, a tangential momentum accommodation

coefficient αt (TMAC) and a normal energy accommodation coefficient αn

(NEAC). Arya et al. [27] extended the Smoluchowski results with CL kernel,
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showing a good agreement with MD simulations of Knudsen diffusion in slit

rigid pores. Liang et al. [28, 29] used a washboard model [30] but like the

previous work, the rigid pores model are adopted and the adsorption is not

considered.

When the gas atoms strike the pore surface, they can bounce several times

before leaving the surface or scatter back [31, 32]. In the first case, the atoms

remain bounded to the surface as long as the normal kinetic energy is lower

than the surface potential well depth and the velocity correlation decreases

with the bounce number [29, 32]. For the directly scattered atom, the in-

cident and the reflected velocities are strongly correlated, especially when

the roughness is small and the collision is elastic. As the temperature T

decreases, the resident time increases and the velocities are less correlated.

The motion of the adsorbed atoms can be viewed as surface diffusion and

modelled by the Langevin equation [33, 34, 35, 36]. The time dependent

means square displacement (MSD) can be characterized by transition from

the ballistic to the diffusion regime. In some systems at small temperature,

the Arrhenius law may be observed [37, 38].

To model the collision behavior which can be used to simulate gas transport

in general and Knudsen diffusion process in particular, TMAC is determined

from the correlation between the incoming and the outgoing velocity [28, 39].

At small temperature range, TMAC reflects the adsorption process and is

more sensitive to temperature. At high temperature range, TMAC is less

sensitive to temperature as the roughness effects dominates. To our knowl-

edge, few studies are devoted to obtain the general relation of TMAC in

terms of temperature [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. Similarly, while the Knudsen diffu-

sion is expected to depend on the temperature via the coefficient TMAC, the

link between the Knudsen diffusion to the bulk and surface diffusion must

be investigated [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. While some theoretical works [46, 51]
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are based on purely diffusive surface mass transfer, from MD simulation of

helium, we find that the ballistic regime in certain temperature range must

also be taken into account.

The goal of the present work is to investigate the influence of surface diffusion,

TMAC and the Knudsen diffusion on the self diffusion of gas in nanochannel

over a large temperature range. To this end, we consider the system com-

posed of graphene slit pore and helium gas in thermal equilibrium. Owing

to the nanoscale of the system and of the gas/wall interaction, molecular dy-

namics (MD) is used in this study. We find a large TMAC variation and the

diffusivity over the temperature range investigated and the adsorption and

the surface roughness effects dominates in two different temperature regions.

While the atomic surface can viewed as perfectly smooth from the average

atom positions, the potential energy surface and the thermal motion of the

atoms contribute to the roughness of the surface.

The results are presented as follows. In section 2, the gas/wall collision

process is analyzed via the accommodation parameters and then the surface

diffusion mechanism is described over the temperature range investigated.

Residence time distribution, transition from ballistic to classical diffusion

regime and time correlation are examined. From these results, stochastic

models of Knudsen diffusion are developed and compared to the MD results

in section 3 and theoretical results [27]. In section 4, the self diffusion in

nanochannel is investigated via the time dependent mean square displace-

ment (MSD) and we also observed the transition from short time ballistic

to long time diffusive regime. The evolution of the transition time with

temperature T agrees with the MD results. This parameter combined with

the diffusion coefficient allows to define a normalized quantity which shows

clearly the surface mass transfer transition from small temperature to high

temperature.
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2. Gas-wall interactions

2.1. Wall and gas atomic models and interaction potential

All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations involving graphite constituted

of Carbon atoms (C) and Helium (He) gas atoms are performed with LAMMPS

(Large-scale Atomic Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) package. The

adaptive intermolecular reactive bond order (AIREBO) potential is used for

the interaction between the graphite carbon atoms. The 12-6 Lennard Jones

(LJ) potential is used to model interaction between carbon and helium atoms

:

VHeC = 4ϵHeC

[(σHeC

r

)12

−
(σHeC

r

)6
]

(1)

with σHeC = 3 Åand ϵHeC = 0.0015 eV [52, 53, 54]. Instead of using classical

cutoff distance 2.5σHeC in most MD simulations of LJ fluids, it is suggested

that a larger cutoff distance rcut should be used to model accurately the ad-

sorption [55]. Separate tests on the sensitivity of rcut, show that between

12 Å and 24 Å, the variation of accommodation coefficient is less than 5%.

For the rest of the present work, the value rcut = 4σHeC = 12 Å, which has

reasonable computation cost and good accuracy, will be adopted.

Figure 1: Illustration of collision simulations
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The wall model is composed of 3 graphene layers with dimensions 17.04

Å× 17.22 Å in the plane xOy and is periodic in x and y directions. The wall

contains 336 carbon atoms and has a width of 6.8 Å. During the simula-

tion, the lowest sheet is fixed and the two others are maintained at constant

temperature T by Nosé-Hoover thermostat in the NVT ensemble with the

relaxing temperature parameter equals to 40 time steps. The layers are free

to interact with the He atoms. About 1×106 time steps of 1 fs are devoted to

equilibrate the system at the desired temperature before proceeding the next

statistics steps. The velocity-Verlet algorithm is used for time integration.

2.2. Gas-wall interaction statistics

Since the diffusion in nanopore involves interaction between gas atoms

and wall, we carry out a separate study of gas/wall collision statistics at

different temperature T ranging from 50 K to 750 K (see Fig. 1). In the

study, a graphitic wall serves as the lower boundary and a reflective plane

at distance 18.8 Å from the surface as the upper boundary. A control plane

is placed at distance zp = rcut from the carbon surface where we records

information of crossing atoms including incoming/outgoing time, velocities

and their displacements during the resident time. The latter is the time

the atoms spent within the cutoff distance zp, equivalent to the time stamp

difference between outgoing and incoming events. About 40000 collisions

are collected for each temperature case T . Similar design of the numerical

experiments can be found in previous works [56, 57, 58].

To examine the statistical relation between the incident atoms and re-

flected atoms, we look first at the correlation map of the collision data (Fig.

2). By definition, the correlation coefficient ρAB between A and B is

ρAB =
cov(A,B)

σAσB

(2)
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Figure 2: Collision data at 350 K (left column), 200 K (center column) and 50 K (right
column). Top row: correlation map of incident and reflected velocity components. Second
row: Scatter plot of incident and reflected velocity vx, v

′
x and vy, v

′
y. Third row: Scatter

plot of incident and reflected velocity vz, v
′
z. Bottom row: Scatter plot of incident and

reflected energy v2, v′2
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where cov(A,B) is the covariance and σA and σB the standard deviation

of the two quantities A,B. Here A, B are any functions of the incident veloc-

ity components vx, vy, vz and the reflected velocity components v′x, v
′
y, v

′
z. We

note that the correlation coefficient can also be used to determine accommo-

dation coefficients in different gas-wall scattering kernels, Cercignani-Lampis

or Maxwell models [23, 26, 28]. For example, the accommodation coefficients

αAA′ for incident quantity A and the reflected quantity A′ is given by the

expression

αAA′ = 1− ρAA′ (3)

Of all the accommodation coefficients, we are interested in three pa-

rameters: tangential momentum accommodation coefficient (TMAC) αvxv′x,

or shortly αt, normal momentum accommodation coefficient (NMAC), or

shortly αvzv′z or αn and energy accommodation coefficient (EAC) αv2v′2 , or

shortly αe.

For all considered temperature, the correlation map show a strong corre-

lation between the velocity of the same type (same direction), i.e vx vs v′x,

vy vs v′y and vz vs v′z and weaker correlation between velocity of different

directions, e.g vx vs v′y. This suggests that the reflected mechanism of each

directions x, y, z may be independent. To investigate in detail the statistical

relation vx vs v
′
x, vy vs v

′
y, vz vs v

′
z and v2 vs v′2, we do the scatter plot of inci-

dent and reflected velocities (see Fig. 2). From the first observation, we find

that the form of collision data population changes from high to small temper-

ature. The surface can be considered as isotropic as the data of (vx, v
′
x) and

(vy, v
′
y) have the same form and correlation parameters. At high temperature

T = 350 K, the data (vx, v
′
x) and (vy, v

′
y) is more centralized at the vicinity of

a straight line, meaning the reflection is close to specular and the correlation

coefficient close to 1 with ρvxv′x = ρvyv′y = 0.955 (or αt = 0.045). The same

remark can be made for the energy as it exhibits nearly elastic collision and
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small αe value. Regarding the normal velocity (vz, v
′
z), the specular effect

is less pronounced as the data is less localized than the tangential velocity.

At low temperature as T = 50 K, the data is much more scattering, or the

reflection is more diffusive and ρvxv′x = ρvyv′y = 0.58 (or αt = 0.42).

10
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2
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3

10
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10
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10
0

Figure 3: TMAC (αt) vs. temperature. (•) : TMAC computed by molecular dynamics.
Solid lines: fitting functions.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of αt. As suggested by Cao

et al. [40], the TMAC can be estimated with the exponential expression:

αt(T ) = α∞ + α0e
− T

T0 (4)

where α∞ and α0 are the TMAC at high temperature and the TMAC vari-

ation amplitude respectively. The temperature T0 is related to the gas/wall

interaction intensity, i.e the well depth of the LJ potential and α∞ reflects

the wall roughness at high temperature. Considering that at very small tem-

perature, the collision must be diffusive owing to the adsorption effect, α∞
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and α0 are linked to the following constraint:

α∞ + α0 = 1 (5)

The three parameters α∞, α0 and T0 are determined by fitting (4) with MD

results in the temperature range of investigation 50K-750 K. In these cases,

their values are α∞ ≃ 0.0425 and α0 ≃ 0.88 and characteristic temperature

T0 ≃ 52K and α0 + α∞ = 0.925 which is close to 1. Figure 2 shows that the

exponential law (4) captures well the overall dependency of TMAC in terms

of temperature T , although in some temperature range, the power law may

perform better.

At high temperature range (T > 350 K), αt reaches the almost constant

and very small value of α∞ = 0.0425 as mentioned previously, the collisions

are nearly elastic and specular. In the intermediate temperature region (50

K < T < 200 K ≈ 4T0), αt increases with a higher rate owing to the expo-

nential behavior revealing the increase of the adsorption contribution. In the

small temperature region (T < 50 K ≈ T0), the adsorption is the dominant

mechanism in the collision process.

We note that in literature works on the dependency of TMAC on tempera-

ture, the property (5) is not always observed. For example, for the couple

Ar/Pt in different simulation conditions, we found α∞+α0 = 0.5 (α∞ = 0.32

and α0 = 0.17 with T0 = 115 K) for T ranging from 100 K to 400 K in Ref

[40], α∞ = 0.25 and α0 = 0.75 with T0 = 125 K in Ref [41] and α∞ = 0.065

and α0 = 1.055 with T0 = 588 K in Ref [42] for T ranging from 200 K to 400

K. The reasons explaining the large variation of the parameters value are: the

small temperature range investigated and the TMAC computation method-

ology (Couette flow with Ar/Ar interaction in Ref [40], collisionnal method

with rigid surface in Ref [41], collisionnal method with one incident angle in

Ref [42]). The work of Reynold et al. [41] gives the more coherent results
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with the respect to ours especially about the constraint Eq.(5) presumably

because their methodology is close to ours. In Ref. [42], the authors found

an important adsorption contribution even at room temperature (TMAC =

0.64 at T = 350 K) which leads to a very high value of T0 compared to the

two others.

2.3. Resident time and surface diffusion

From the distribution of resident time, we can find significant difference

between hot and cold surface (see Fig. 4). For hot surface at T = 350 K, the

reflection is quasi instantaneous, corresponding short resident time with the

peak at 1.4 ps. The fraction of resident time longer than 20-25 ps are small

and associated to collision and reflection at large incident angle and small

vertical velocity vz, v
′
z ≃ 0. The resident time distribution agrees well with

the Frechet (inverse Weibull) distribution

Fr(β, 0, τβ) =
β

τβ

(τβ
τ

)β+1

exp

[
−
(τβ
τ

)β
]
, β > 0 (6)

and less well with the exponential distribution

Exp(0, τβ) =
1

τβ
exp

[
− τ

τβ

]
(7)

We note that if wall force is neglected, the atom travelling is ballistic within

a fixed vertical distance δz and the distribution of the incident velocity vz is

the Rayleigh distribution vz ∼ R(
√
kBT/mHe), the exact residence time dis-

tribution τ = δz/vz is the Frechet distribution τ ∼ Fr(2, 0, h/
√
2kBT/mHe).

Taking δz = 2rcut − σHeC which includes both incident and bouncing dis-

tance, we find the mode of the Frechet distribution is at 1.4 ps, which is the

value found from the MD histogram. However, although the Frechet distri-

bution captures overall allure of the histogram, the long time power law of

the Frechet distribution overestimates the tail which decreases at faster rate.
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In contrast, for cold surface T = 50 K, the most probable resident time and

displacement is 4 ps but long resident time events are no longer restricted

to small normal velocity but spread over a large range of velocity. Both

Frechet and exponential distribution only can not describe the resident time.

This suggests that the atom may be adsorbed at the surface and stay longer

before desorped. As a result, the collision can be divided into two regimes:

short resident time regime and a long plateau resident time regime. The

former is associated to quasi instantaneous and ballistic reflection and the

latter is associated to complex mechanism involving adsorption, surface dif-

fusion and desorption. For the latter, atoms interact a lot with the wall and

forget the initial incident velocity. To study further detail, we consider the

velocity correlation of atoms staying at least certain duration called minimal

resident time. Using 35 ps as cutoff limit to separate the collision data, we

find that the collisions under 35 ps accounting for roughly 64% of population

are strongly correlated as ρvxv′x = 0.80 and those over 35 ps is very weakly

correlated ρvxv′x = 0.06, which is close to diffusive behavior. Later study

show that the full diffusive behavior starts at around 70 ps where ρvxv′x ≃ 0

and the ballistic behavior ends at 20-25 ps.

Inspecting the two populations associated to two regimes, we find that

the distribution of tangential velocity vx is less sensitive to this division and

can be approximated as Maxwell equilibrium distribution (see Fig. 5). This

means that both long and short resident time are equally present for the

whole range of vx. The distribution of normal velocity vz is more sensitive to

the division. Compared with the equilibrium distribution, the overshoot in

small velocity range and undershoot in large velocity range shows that smaller

normal velocities are more likely to be associated with long resident time and

vice versa. Next let us look at the square displacement of atoms during the

resident time at 50 K as displayed Fig. 6. We find that the displacement can

be as far as 2000 Å especially for atoms staying long time near the surface.
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lines represent exponential pdf fit Exp(0, τβ) with τβ being characteristic waiting time and
solid lines Frechet pdf (inverse Weibull) fit Fr(2, 0, τβ). Bottom: correlation coefficient of
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To quantify the surface diffusion effect, we divide the resident time into small

intervals ∆t and compute approximately the average square displacement in

the interval with the formula:

MSD(t) ≃ ⟨x2(t′) + y2(t′)⟩t′∈[t−∆t/2 t+∆t/2] (8)

In the range 0 − 20 ps, we can find a parabolic ballistic regime where

MSD(t) ∝ t2. After a transition 20 − 60 ps, the MSD changes curvature

and enter the linear diffusive regime MSD(t) ∝ t. This linear regime is ob-

served upto 500 ps with the slope of 1155 Å2/ps, which corresponds to a

surface diffusivity of Ds = 289 Å2/ps. The diffusion behavior corresponds to

weak energy barrier-low friction diffusion regime [33]. Indeed, the value of

e−Ea/kBT is close to 1 with the activation energy Ea = 0.0014 eV (16 K) and

the friction coefficient η = 2kBT/(mHeDs) = 0.074 ps−1 is much lower than

the reference value
√

kBT/(mHea2) = 1.31 ps−1 using the lattice spacing of

graphene a = 2.46 Å. The coefficient 1/η = 13.5 ps is also the timescale of

the parabolic stage. This behavior is completely different from the behavior

at 350 K where the ballistic regime is found for most of the collision.

When the atoms enter the surface diffusion regime, the input velocity is

forgotten, noted by zero correlation between input and the output velocity.

The existence and extent of surface diffusion is thus governed by the tem-

perature. From Fig. 8, we find that, the diffusion regime seems to exist

at temperature as low as 50 K and 75 K, for a significant number of atoms

staying more than 90 ps near the surface. However as the temperature in-

creases, the surface diffusion seems to disappear, i.e the atoms is desorbed

before truly entering the diffusion regime. The loglog plot of MSD vs time

also confirm this remark. The graphic at 50 K and 75 K is composed of two

slopes MSD ∝ t2 and MSD ∝ t corresponding to ballistic and fully developed

diffusive regime. The transition to fully developed diffusive regime is around

60 ps at 50 K and 100 ps at 75K. At other temperatures, there is almost no

surface diffusion.
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3. Self diffusion of dilute Helium gas in nano graphitic channel

The self diffusion simulations are performed in a channel composed of two

graphitic walls of the same dimensions as in the collision simulations. The

investigation is carried out for two channel widths dW = 34 Å, 50 Å, which

is the distance between the two surface atomic planes. The gas is considered

dilute so that, the interaction between each Helium atoms and the wall is

treated independently. That condition will render the gas transport close to

Knudsen diffusion. However, as we will see later, the Knudsen diffusion is not

sufficient to describe the complex transport phenomenon in the nano channel.

Using MD simulations, we study 600-1200 trajectories of He atoms in the

graphite channel during 100 ns with a temperature ranging from 50 K and

700 K. After equilbration step, we compute the mean square displacement

(MSD) of the atoms as function of time t and the self-diffusion coefficient by

the relation

MSD(t) = ⟨(r(t)− r(0))2⟩, D = lim
t→∞

∂

4∂t
MSD(t) (9)

where r(t) (components x(t), y(t)) and r(0) (components x(0), y(0)) are the

planar position vectors of the atoms at time t and 0 respectively. This limit

expression is observed in the case of normal diffusion. Otherwise, the dif-
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fusion falls into anomalous diffusion depending on how MSD(t) varies with

t. For example, if MSD(t) ∝ tα at long time range, then α < 1 for sub-

diffusion or α > 1 for superdiffusion. In these cases, D should be defined

as instantaneous diffusion coefficient D(t) at time t or an effective diffusion

coefficient for a given time range [59, 60]. Random walk simulations based

on stochastic gas wall collision model with parameters determined from MD

collision data in Section 2 are also done under the same physics conditions

and diffusivity results issued from MSD will be compared with MD simula-

tions of self diffusion. Regarding theoretical results in relation with the same

system, Arya et al. [27] used a stochastic model without waiting time to

estimate the Knudsen diffusivity at infinite time limit. In order to obtain

a finite diffusivity, a cutoff velocity vC was introduced. It can be deduced

that the velocity vC is related to the time range to compute the diffusivity

mentioned above as small velocity-long flying time events are not counted in

the time range. In order to compare with the Arya formula, we use a fixed

cutoff time τC = h/vC which is more directly connected to the time range

under consideration. The details of will be presented in the following.

3.1. Comparison between MD and stochastic simulations based on gas-wall

scattering models

The stochastic approach consists in considering the particle trajectories

as a series of free flights between two collisions with two parallel walls. No

interaction is assumed between the wall and the particles. In the present

work, the random walk simulations are performed in a 2D geometry. The

total number of particles is 103 and each particle will have 105 collisions.

Whenever a particle collides with any of the two wall, its time and position

are recorded. It is also given a new post collision velocity which depends on

the pre collision velocity and if the surface displacement (∆x)surf and waiting

time tw is accounted, the position and timestamp are modified accordingly

(see Fig. 9). The details of the collision model will be given further below. All

this information constitutes the trajectory of the particle. Next, to sample
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the displacement ∆x(t) at fixed time t, the starting time tstart is chosen

randomly and the positions x(tstart) at tstart and x(tend) at the ending time

tend = tstart + t are interpolated from two nearest collision points in the

above trajectory. The displacement is then calculated from the difference of

positions between tstart and tend, i.e ∆x(t) = x(tend) − x(tstart). To achieve

good statistics, about 103 samples are collected for each trajectory.

Figure 9: Sketch of stochastic simulation for Knudsen diffusion in nanopore (bottom).

Let us consider first the CL scattering model [26] without waiting time

and surface displacement tw = 0 and (∆x)surf = 0. From the correlation of

the incoming and outgoing velocity, we can construct the stochastic relation.

Given pre collision velocity vx, the post collision velocity v′x is given by the

formula

v′x = (1− αt)vx +
√
αt(2− αt)v

M
x , vz = vRz (10)

where vMx and vRz are random variables drawn from the normal and Rayleigh

distribution at the same temperature

vMx ∼ N (0,
√
kBT/mHe), vRz ∼ R(

√
kBT/mHe) (11)

We have shown that the normal and the tangential scattering processes are

not correlated. This justifies the separation of the normal and tangential

scattering components. But, even if Fig. 2 shows a smaller specular con-

tribution, the diffusive scattering of the normal velocity component is not
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rigorously observed. Assuming that the surface is isotropic, the velocity and

motion along the y direction is modelled the same way as the x direction.

Thus for the brevity of the paper, we only mention the direction x from now

on.
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Figure 10: Molecular diffusion vs. 1/T . Comparison between molecular dynamics (◦)
and the 1st (×,+) and the 2nd (∗) stochastic methodologies (without and with surface
diffusion). Solid lines: Arrhenius law D = D0e

−Ta/T . The stochastic simulations are
performed with the TMAC calculated by molecular dynamics and with the paramters
gathered in Table 1 in the case of the 2nd methodology.

Figure 10 shows the variation of the diffusion coefficients with respect

to the inverse of temperature for the two wall distances dW . Regarding the

stochastic simulations, we use two distances h = dW (34 Å and 50 Å) and h =

deffW ≈ dW–2σHeC (28.2 Å and 44.2 Å) as suggested by Ref. [27] in which the

excluded volume effect of hard sphere model is taken into account. We find

that in the temperature range 100 K < T < 1000 K, the diffusion coefficients

can be approximated by Arrhenius law with a characteristic temperature
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TA ≃ 300 K:

D(T ) = D0e
−TA/T (12)

TA is little sensitive to dW and D0 is proportional to the slit width. In lower

temperature range T < 100 K or higher temperature range T > 1000 k, the

deviation from Arrhenius law is significant.

The stochastic results for both h = dW and h = deffW are close to each

other for all temperature and close to the MD results in high temperature

range (T > 100K). Qualitatively speaking, the MD results lie between the

stochastic results with h = dW and h = deffW being the upper and lower

bounds respectively. With larger channel width h = 50Å, the surface effect is

reduced and the MD results and stochastic results associated to h = dW and

h = deffW nearly coincides. However, in small temperature range (T < 100K),

the difference between the stochastic and MD results is increasingly observ-

able. Especially at 50 K, the stochastic models overestimate upto 40 %, with

respect to MD results. The difference is mainly due to the adsorption and

surface diffusion which are seen in MD simulations but are not taken into

account in the stochastic models. This motivates us to improve the stochas-

tic models to capture both adsorption and surface diffusion, as illustrated in

Fig. 11 and described in details as follow.

At low temperatures 50 K-75 K, both short and long reflection exists with

portion w and 1−w respectively, with transition time τtr as threshold value.

The latter corresponds to the moment when diffusive regime is fully devel-

oped and the velocity correlation is equal to zero (see Fig. 8), τtr = 60 ps

at 50 K and 100 ps at 75K. The waiting time for each types tws ≤ τtr and

twl ≥ τtr is modelled by Frechet and exponential distributions with different

location and scale parameters

tws ∼ Fr(2, 0, τs), twl ∼ Exp(τtr, τl) (13)
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Figure 11: Sketch of stochastic collision model for short (left) and long (right) reflection
time events at 50K et 75K. At higher temperatures, the reflection is mostly short time
and only short reflection model is used.

Since the support of Fr(2, 0, τs) is (0,∞), when generating tws from the dis-

tribution, only values smaller than τtr are utilized.

For short time reflection, it is relevant to consider that surface velocity vsx

of atoms approximately constant and close to the average of incident and

reflected velocity vmx

vsx =
(∆x)surf

∆t
, vmx =

1

2
(vx + v′x), vsx ≃ vmx (14)

and v′x is determined from vx via CL model with accommodation coefficients

αts like (10). As a result, the ballistic displacement of the atom during the

waiting time tw is given by

(∆x)surf = vmxtws (15)

For long reflection time atom twl ≥ τtr, the surface motion of atoms is com-

posed of ballistic regime (∆x)bal with average velocity vmx, the intermediate
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regime and diffusive regime (∆x)dif with diffusion coefficient Ds. Since the

behavior of the intermediate regime is generally unknown, to the first order

of approximation, we consider that there are only two ballistic and diffusive

regimes separated by transition time τtr. Consequently we have,

(∆x)surf = (∆x)bal + (∆x)dif (16)

with the ballistic process before τtr

(∆x)bal = τtrvmx, vmx =
1

2
(vx + vMx ), vMx ∼ N (0,

√
kBT/mHe)(17)

and the diffusive process starting after τtr

(∆x)dif ∼ N (0,
√

2Ds(twl − τtr)) (18)

T τtr w τs τl αts Ds

K [ps] [ps] [ps] [ps] [Å2/ps]
50 60 0.70 4.157 140 0.23 289
75 100 0.97 3.79 39.66 0.21 401

Table 1: Parameters of stochastic wall models with surface diffusion.

The waiting time and the surface diffusion coefficient are computed with

the TMAC computation method described above. While the transition time

τtr is determined from the MSD curve (Fig. 8), the two parameters τs and

τl are determined by fitting the residence time distribution with probability

law by maximum likelihood estimation method based on Eq. (13). All the

parameters of the gas wall stochastic model are given in Table 1. To be

consistent with the construction of wall model, the free flight takes place

over a width of dW − 2rcut. For the two slit widths, we can find that the new

stochastic results are close to the MD results at 50 and 75K, as shown in

Table 2. This effect confirms the importance of the simulation that includes

the surface diffusion effect.
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T [K] Self diffusivity [Å2/ps]
dW = 34 Å dW = 50 Å

MD Stoch 1 Stoch 1 Stoch 2 MD Stoch 1 Stoch 1 Stoch 2

dW deffW dW deffW

75 850 1008 826 713 1080 1386 1222 1040
50 387 596 487 317 480 753 662 386

Table 2: Comparison of two stochastic simulations with MD results at 50K and 75K

We want to highlight the fact that at 50K, only combining both short

and long reflection time regimes in the stochastic model as described above

can we obtain the diffusion coefficient of the same order as MD simulations.

Considering all reflection as short time will overestimate and all reflection as

long time as Ref. [61] will underestimate the diffusion coefficient.

3.2. Comparison between MD and theoretical estimation

Arya et al. [27] extended the Smoluchowski model [25] by using the

scattering model formulated by Eqs. (10) and (11). We have to recall that

in these models the walls are rigid, i.e the wall temperature is not defined,

the particle/wall interaction is modeled by the hard sphere potential.

In order to derive an analytic expression of the Knudsen diffusion, the

tangential velocity after n collisions is first obtained as function of n − 1

previous tangential velocities and random diffuse velocities associated to the

thermal stochastic wall. Under the assumption that the diffuse velocities

are uncorrelated to the reflected velocity, the gas phase is in thermodynamic

equilibrium and the free flight time between each collision events is indepen-

dent, the diffusion coefficient for an infinite number of wall collisions has the

following expression:

DArya =
⟨v2x⟩⟨τ 2⟩

⟨τ⟩

[
1 + 2

⟨τ⟩2

⟨τ 2⟩
(1− αt)

αt

]
(19)
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where τ is the free flight time over the slit width and ⟨⟩ is the average over
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. However, the integral of the term ⟨τ 2⟩
converges only if the velocity is truncated (vx > vC where vC is the cutoff

velocity). The final expression of DArya is:

DArya = −h

√
πkBT

2m

[
ln ϵ

2π
− (1− αt)

αt

]
(20)

where ϵ = (mv2C)/(2kBT ) and h = dW or deffW . The logarithmic dependence

on ϵ shows that DArya is little sensitive to the truncation. To compare with

the Ayria formula from MD results, we consider a fixed cut off time τC

of order ns which is comparable to MD duration 100 ns. Like vC , τC is

an empirical coefficient which is related to vC via the relation τC = h/vC .

We shall investigate how well the analytical expression can fit with the MD

results by varying τC from 10 ns to 100 ns.

Using the TMAC values determined by MD and h = dW , Fig. 12 shows

that DArya, which is not sensitive to τC lying between 10 ns and 100 ns agrees

with the diffusion coefficient computed by MD in the Arrhenius region for

the two wall distances 34 Å and 50 Å. The maximum relative difference

from MD results in this temperature range is of order 5% for small channel

case h = 34 Å and 10% for large channel case h = 50 Å. This confirms the

observation made in section 3.1 and the limits of the TMAC relevance. In the

Arya model, the diffuse collision is only controlled by the surface roughness.

So, for the same reason invoked for the stochastic model, the adsorption

effect tends to reduce the diffusion coefficient and DArya > DMD at small

temperature. At lower temperature range, DArya is more sensitive to τC and

the difference from MD results are larger. We find that using τC = 10 ns

yields smaller error than τC = 100 ns. At 50K and h = 50 Å for example,

the error of τC = 10 ns is 50% compared with 81 % when τC = 100 ns.

The behavior DArya could be seen as the results of the expression of αt(T )

in temperature (4) and
√
T coming from (20). If we neglect the first term
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Figure 12: Molecular diffusion vs. 1/T. Comparison between the Arya model (×,+) and
the MD simulations (◦). Blue and red solid lines: Arrhenius law D = D0e

−TA/T . Purple
lines: power law curves. The Arya model is calculated with the TMAC determined by
molecular dynamics and with h = dW with two cutoff times τC : 10 ns and 100 ns.

ln ϵ/2π ≃ −2.5 ≪ (1 − αt)/αt in (20) at sufficiently high temperature and

use (4) and (5), the temperature dependency of diffusivity D is through the

temperature function F (T ), D ∝ F (T ) with F (T ) =
√
T 1−αt(T )

αt(T )
. In the

intermediate temperature range 150K-1000K, it can be approximated by the

Arrhenius law (12) but the deviation from the Arrhenius law is clearer at

higher temperature T > 1000K as F (T ) ∝
√
T . This is due to the fact

that above 450 K, the accommodation coefficient αt becomes constant. At

lower temperature range 50− 150K, both the two terms ln ϵ/2π and 1−αt(T )
αt(T )

are comparable resulting a power law behavior DArya ∝ T 1.68 compared to

the MD data DMD ∝ T 1.8. The equation (20) also suggests that at very low

temperature, for example T < 50K, where αt close to 1 and ln ϵ/2π ≫ 1−αt(T )
αt(T )

andDArya ∝
√
T ln ϵ. However, at such low temperature, the MD simulations

show that the adsorption is dominant and the equation (20) can be erroneous.
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4. Conclusion

In the present paper, we use Molecular Dynamics and stochastic mod-

elling and simulations to investigate the collisions of Helium on graphite

surface and the self diffusion of Helium in graphite nanochannel. The main

findings are the following

- The collisions of Helium on graphite surface are simulated by MD. At high

temperature, the TMAC coefficient is very small and the reflection is mostly

short time. Although the reflection is not truly specular, the pre and post

tangential velocities are strongly correlated. However at low temperature,

especially at 50K and 75K, the correlation is weakened and there are both

short and long time reflections. We observe adsorption and surface diffusion

for the long time reflection events. The latter corresponds to weak energy

barrier-low friction diffusion regime. The surface diffusivity is quantified by

MSD of surface displacement.

- A stochastic model for gas wall interaction is constructed. The model in-

cludes both short and long time reflection with associated waiting time and

surface displacement. For long time reflection, the surface displacement is

composed by a ballistic displacement followed by a diffusive displacement.

For short time reflection, only ballistic displacement is adopted. The param-

eters of the stochastic model are identified from MD collision data.

- We simulate the self diffusion of Helium in graphite channels by Molec-

ular Dynamics and by Random Walk (RW) methods. The RW method is

based on the gas-wall stochastic models developed earlier. It is found that

at high temperature, the RW without waiting time and surface displacement

agree with the MD results. However at low temperature, only RW with wait-

ing time and surface displacement produce good diffusivity coefficient. We

emphasize that both short time and long time reflection must be included,

otherwise the diffusivity will be under or overestimated by RW simulations.

We also found that the Arrhenius empirical law can represents that diffusiv-

ity temperature relation at high temperature.
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- The numerical results are compared with theoretical results from Ref. [27]

based. A cutoff time τC related to cutoff velocity vC allows to calibrate ana-

lytical formula with MD results. It is found that the theoretical formula gives

good approximation at high temperature but the accuracy becomes worse at

low temperature. We deduce that the failure of theoretical formula is due to

the waiting time and the surface displacement originating from adsorption

and surface diffusion phenomenon are not taken into account.

The present paper does not only provide interesting results concerning the

collision and the self diffusion of He and graphite but also a general multi

stage framework coupling Molecular Dynamics and stochastic simulation to

study the gas diffusion nanoporous material.
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